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WARNING: External email, please exercise caution. 
 

Dear Sir 

Mr David Webb has sent me a copy of his response to your consultation paper 
on Main Board Profit Requirement. It is reproduced below. 
 
I agree with Mr Webb that your proposals do not address the worries and issues 
raised in the consultation paper, and have little argument with his conclusions. 
 
The most important matter is that the size of a company is really not the issue - 
one may be surprised that small companies wish to go to the expense of listing 
but it is up to their commercial judgment - what is key is that the directors and 
management have been stable and conducting the same business activities for a 
reasonable period of time. Mr Webb says three years, and I might say longer, but 
three years is acceptable. 
 
I disagree with Mr Webb in proposing only three years without an unqualified 
audit report. A qualified audit report is a truly unusual and worrying event. It may 
imply the directors and management have been incapable of recording and 
understanding the company's transactions, or managing its affairs properly. I 
would say that any company with a qualified audit report in the previous 10 years 
requires really careful examination before allowing listing. This is to make sure 
the past problems have been addressed, so the same errors are unlikely to 
reoccur causing suffering in the future. 
 
It is truly shocking that over 60% 247 companies listing (page 17) failed to meet 
their profit estimate (made only for one short year). It is entirely unclear that 
increasing the minimum size of listings will solve this problem. More likely to be 
effective is creating some sanction on the company or its directors if they cannot 
meet their forecast. I suggest fines, disqualification and prompt de-listing should 
be available sanctions to impose on companies that do not meet their forecast, or 
do not execute the plans and actions they describe in their IPO documents. 
 
I am not a fan of quarterly financial reporting. It takes a lot of time to prepare 
financial accounts to meet accounting standards and they are rarely useful for 
managing the business. A quarterly operating statement that describes to 
shareholders the business activities in the previous quarter, issued promptly after 
each quarter end, is another matter and has much to commend it. 
 



These observations apart I think there is much merit in Mr Webb's suggestions, 
particularly the Exchange's Universal Service Obligation, the need for the 
Exchange to be more willing to be judgmental, and to think policy through from 
first principles rather than engage in numeric comparisons. 
 
Best regards. 
 
V F Moore 
 
 
 
 
To: The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (SEHK) 

This is my response to your consultation paper titled "Main Board Profit Requirement" 

announced on 27-Nov-2020. I'll keep this brief because, having ignored many of my 

previous submissions, you don't deserve much of my remaining time. I also ask any 

member of the investing public or market professional who agrees with this submission 

or has any other views, to write to you at response@hkex.com.hk with the subject line 

"Profit Requirement CP", by 1-Feb-2021. 

1. SEHK, as a wholly-owned by Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Ltd (HKEX, 

0388), is a for-profit regulator and also has a statutory monopoly on the 

operation of a stock market in HK. Nobody else can set up a stock market here. 

You are also exempted from abusing your monopoly under the Competition 

Ordinance. 

2. Companies, particularly smaller companies, wishing to raise public equity in HK 

have no other choice, short of being driven into exile on an overseas exchange. As 

a monopoly, you have a moral Universal Service Obligation (USO) to list any 

company that meets disclosure and governance requirements and is willing to 

bear the costs of being listed, including appropriate listing fees. 

3. A minimum market cap has nothing to do with corporate governance. It's an 

artificial limit on your USO. On 15-Feb-2018 you raised the minimum market cap 

for new listings from HK$200m to $500m. At the end of 2020 there were 779 

Main Board stocks with market caps below HK$500m, or 36% of all stocks. 

4. Now you complain that having raised the minimum market cap, some companies 

are listing on P/Es of 25x the minimum profit of HK$20m, so you want to raise 

that too. One misconceived regulation begets another. We have certainly seen 

cases of companies squeaking into the market at HK$500m valuation and the 

share price promptly collapsing. Promises or indemnities may have been issued to 

people to take the IPO stock at the required valuation. This is a problem of your 

own making. 

5. A minimum profit requirement has nothing to do with corporate governance and 

little to do with investment risk. Companies which make profits before listing can 

make losses afterwards. There are hundreds of Main Board companies that make 

a loss in any given year, some of which have made losses for several years 
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running. You don't relegate them to GEM. They are presumably all suitable to 

remain Main Board listed as long as they comply with disclosure and governance 

requirements, and investors are free to invest in them. That's what makes a free 

market. 

6. Both the market cap requirement and the profit requirement (or on GEM, the 

cashflow requirement) are simply targets for fraud or accounting manipulation. 

7. You now list "pre-revenue", cashflow-negative, loss-making biotech companies on 

the Main Board. It has always been possible for infrastructure and mineral 

exploration companies to list without a profit. Why impose a cashflow or profit 

requirement on everyone else? 

8. If public equity investors wish to invest in a small, loss-making company that may 

one day be a big, profitable company or may simply go bust, who are you to stop 

them? It's not like you don't list riskier derivatives that expire worthless on a 

regular basis. 

9. So, scrap the market cap and profit requirements. Without that, there is little 

difference between the GEM and the Main Board. So merge the two, but impose 

the best features of both on the unified board (as we advocated in a submission on 

7-Aug-2017), namely: 

 Quarterly financial reporting (as required on GEM): more disclosure for the 

former Main Board companies (only a few of which, including HKEX and all 

companies with a mainland listing, report quarterly) 

 A 3-year clean audit report before listing (up from 2 years on GEM). 

 Substantially the same management during the 3-year track record period (up 

from 2 years on GEM). 

 No requirement to conduct a public offering rather than just a placement. 

Participating in IPOs is not a human right. The Main Board requirement doesn't 

prevent stocks being manipulated after listing, as is shown by numerous cases. 

Don't confuse corporate regulation with securities market regulation. 

 Leave companies without a 3-year track record to the private equity or venture 

capital markets. 

10. One would be forgiven for thinking that the title of your paper, "The Main Board 

Profit Requirement", is actually a requirement that you should stop making losses 

on listing and regulating small companies. Vetting their prospectuses must take 

an inordinate amount of resources for a fee of only HK$250k. HKEX loves to 

boast about the amount of money mega-IPOs have raised, and you have bent over 

backwards to facilitate this by allowing listings of second-class shares in tech 

giants, undermining corporate governance standards in a race to the bottom, with 

the support of the HK Government and against the original objections in 2015 of 

the SFC. You seem much less keen to facilitate fund-raising by small and medium 

enterprises that will contribute little to your bottom line. The message seems to be 

"go away until you are profitable, for us". If you don't want to be in the conflicted 

"business of regulation", then pass it over to the SFC, where it rightfully belongs. 

Yours sincerely 
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